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Paint jobs are undoubtedly very expensive. More often than not, paying for a paint job on a used
vehicle can meet or exceed the value of the vehicle as a whole. This makes paint jobs very
impractical and non-economical. However, if your car has been severely sun damaged or is
experiencing problems with the paint, then getting a paint job can seem like your only solution. SIM
Carbon is a company specializing in matte films that are much cheaper than a paint job and much
more practical. Their matte films are available in many different styles like matte black vinyl, matte
grey vinyl, matte silver vinyl, and premium matte black vinyl. To someone looking to save money on
making their car look better, a matte film is an inexpensive and stylish solution.

Matte films for cars and trucks look exactly like or even better than a paint job!

Matt films are manufactured from vinyl and premium versions that are highly polymeric are available
as well. Premium versions of matte film offer extended durability and are more flexible when
applying to the car. Additionally, premium versions of Matt films are much smoother in appearance
and better looking than standard solutions. Many car and truck owners that have used matte films in
replacement of a paint job have loved the outcome and reported a better looking vehicle than most
paint can provide. Matte films are unique because you can have interesting characteristics engraved
into the film which makes the car look higher quality and the paint look more appealing. Matte films
that have engraved ice can make the car look like it has sparkles embedded into the paint job. This
is something that most paint jobs do not provide, and if they did, it would cost significantly more
money than you can achieve through the same look with matte films.

Are there discounts for custom auto shops who need to buy wholesale?

If you run an auto body shop that needs a constant supply of quality matte films, SIM Carbon can
provide you with a heavy discount on their products. If you are purchasing in bulk, this discount can
be significant and amount to a lot of profit on your services. By offering your clients with quality
matte film solutions you can increase your profit dramatically. The low prices that are available on
matte films make it an effective solution to redesigning a vehicle. You could charge your clients a
similar price as you would for a paint job but the amount of effort and cost of applying the matte film
will be much lower, allowing you to increase your return on investment. Additionally, matte films are
available in half rolls and full rolls. If you are trying to test out matte film on a smaller vehicle, a half
roll allows you to try the product without investing too much money.

Since matte films are available in so many different colors and varieties, you can offer your clients a
wide amount of selection options. Your customers will also find peace of mind knowing that these
products have been when tested at speeds up to 200 miles per hour and are even suited for racing
cars.
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